A problem that is constantly cropping up in designing even the simplest algorithm or a program is dealing with ±1 bug, or one-off bug, when we calculate positions within an array, very noticeably while splitting it in half. This bug is often found in buffer overflow type of bugs. While designing one complicated algorithm, we needed various ways of splitting an array, and we found the lack of general guidance for this apparently minor problem. We present an exercise that tracks the cause of the problem and leads to the solution. This problem looks trivial because it seems obvious or insignificant, however, treating it without outmost precision can lead to subtle bugs, unbalanced solution, not transparent expressions for various languages. Basically, the exercise is about dealing with ≤ < as well as n/2, n/2-1, (n+1)/2, n-1 and similar expressions when they are rounded down to the nearest integer and used to define a range.
ways of trying to reach the center: through (n±1)/2 and n/2±1. We will find in our analysis that the following are the best expressions for various programming languages. The goal was to find as few as possible items to memorize, and to find an easy way of extending them to various situations. In the work, we give a very detailed explanation and potential pitfalls for other expressions. We deliberately dig down to the last detail just to explain how even the most correct mathematical formula cannot prevent bugs. 
List of the common rules
Let us start with few examples to illustrate the problem. If we have value r, 0 ≤ r ≤ n, then b ≤ i ≤ e has length n = e-b+1 b < i ≤ e has length n-1 b ≤ i < e has length n-1 b < i < e has length n-2 b ≤ i < b+r has length r b ≤ i ≤ b+r has length r+1, which means that we must have r<n b+r ≤ i ≤ e has length n-r b+r < i ≤ e has length n-r-1 b ≤ i ≤ e-r has length n-r b ≤ i < e-r has length n-r-1 i ≤ e can be replaced with i <n only if e=n-1, which means that we are using default value for 0-index language or b has constant value 0 through the program, b=0 If we have the size of an array, in order to cover all possible combinations, similar to those above, we will use the general expression for ranges mostly in this form This expression is connecting the length n and the position [8] in a simple and obvious way: the number of positions is simply n=w-u. Additionally, it suits well for many programming languages that require a strict initial bound. If we have any other expression we compare with this expression and:
• switching ≤ to < is a reduction by one and we have to subtract 1 from the difference • switching < to ≤ is a promotion by one and we have to add 1 to the difference Another advantage is that excluding elements from the beginning or end of an array becomes automatic. To exclude g elements from the beginning, we simply write g ≤ i <n (n is not the size of an array any longer, if we need to work with the new size it will be g ≤ i <g+(n-g), n-g is a new size) or if the initial position is b then b+g ≤ i <b+n ( 
or b+g ≤ i <b+g+(n-g), where n-g is a new size). Excluding h elements from the end becomes 0 ≤ i <n-h or with other value for b, b≤ i <b+(n-h) (n-h is a new size of an array in this case).
Remember that the left side of u ≤ i < w is inclusive and right side excluding. If we need k elements to the left of the element at p, excluding p, we have p-k ≤ i <p. If we need k elements including p, it becomes p-k+1 ≤ i < p+1 which becomes, after the promotion on the right side, and reduction on the left p-k < i ≤ p If we need k elements to the right of p, including p, the expression becomes p ≤ i < p+k, and excluding p it is then p+1 ≤ i <p+k+1 or after reduction on the left side and promotion on the right it becomes p < i ≤ p+k Both expressions are easy to understand. The expression p-k < i ≤ p is easy to understand because we say including p, this is the reason we have ≤ p. Equally p < i ≤ p+k is clear since we say excluding p, which is why we have p <. However, either way, they both have k elements. Overall this means that even the expression u < i ≤ w is keeping the rule n=w-u We show shortly how to use the rules for b ≤ i ≤ b+r. We notice that from expected ... ≤ ... < ... we have changed one < to ≤ which is a promotion, thus adding 1 to the result, so the number of positions in this expression is (b+r)-b+1=r+1 If we have only right and left bounds then we express the range as b ≤ i ≤ e with n=e-b+1 since we have a promotion on the right side. Overall we have this table
Number of positions

Used expressions
Adjustment to w-u
You could make a mnemonic rule that using < has a hidden penalty of -1/2, and on the other hand, ≤ has a cost of +1/2, if they are used together the penalties cancel each other, but if we use two < we have a total cost of -1, while two ≤ need +1 adjustment. To complete the summary we are adding:
Now, back to the division problem.
Let us see what happens if we try to use the expression n/2 directly to split the array into half assuming b=0
Ranges with central position included number of elements n=-1 n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4 • For n=0, the expression 0 ≤ i ≤ n/2 is incorrect.
• Pair of expressions 1 and 4 has different distribution of halves than 2 and 3. With 2 and 3 the left half is always larger.
• The only useful pair of expressions that attempts to exclude the central position is 0 ≤ i < n/2 and n/2 < i < n. However, with these two, one element is always excluded regardless of the number of elements. If we do not want to extract any element at all when n is even, because the center is not well defined for n even, using only n/2 cannot help.
Let us dig deeper into the problem. We immediately notice that there is no common rule for n/2. It points to the center only if n is odd. If n is even it points only to the closest element to the right, closest to the physical center of the array, 2.5, rounded up. On the other hand, s/2 does point to the center if n is odd, but it points to the closest element to the left of the center, closest to the physical center of the array, 2.5, rounded down.
and 012345 and (n±1)/2 case
Because there is no central position of an array in every situation, it is better to split an array into left and right half, with the center in case n is odd, or without a center, if n is even. We mark two special elements, end of left half, el, and start of right half, rs. In case n=1, these two are not well defined. Natural division divides an array in two equal halves. The central positions, if exists, is not included. Left+ division is splitting the array so that the center, if exists, is included in the left half of an array, otherwise it is the same as natural division. Right+ division is splitting the array so that the center, if exists, is included in the right half of an array, otherwise it is the same as natural division. Cut-out center division is splitting the array so that one element at the center is always excluded from both halves. In case we have no center, we exclude the element closest to the physical center of the array, either left or right.
left half center right half Natural division Left+ division Right+ division Cut-out center division is excluding the center, if that one exists, or it is excluding el or rs respectively.
Cut-out center divisions without center right
el rs left el rs
Cut-out center divisions with center for both el rs
We have one expression for Cut-out center already: we simply exclude s/2 or n/2. Cut-out center cannot be balanced; it always uses one of the halves more.
left half right half
However, there are two problems. First, instead of n/2 < i < n or s/2 < i < n we would prefer having a version x ≤ i < n, with ≤ on the left side, because many programming languages require specifying the lower bound. Second, we would like to have other versions of division somehow connected. Because of that, we will develop expressions for Cut-out division from other expressions.
The rules for left and right half of an array, using s and n where the scope of i is over integers follows.
If we use s=n-1 we have
If the index does not start with 0, but rather with b≠0, we just add b, and then we end the other expression with e, observe the change < to ≤ for e. everything else is the same.
Let us check the cases n=0 and n=1 for Left+ division left side 0 ≤ i < (n+1)/2 , right side (n+1)/2 ≤ i < n . If Left+ division is used then n=0 gives left side 0 ≤ i < 0, right side 0 ≤ i < 0, so array is not accessed at all n=1 gives left side 0 ≤ i < 1, right side 1 ≤ i < 1, so array is accessed only for i=0
Both results are bug-free, i.e. we access each element in the array respecting its bounds.
For n=0 and n=1, although apparently correct results, Right and Natural division may have a subtle bug in calculating the range. For n=1, we have (n-2)/2=(-1)/2, which can be -1 if integer division is implemented as literally rounding down integer, like in Python, or 0 otherwise.
n=1 may have a problem with both divisions Natural division left side 0
The problem with Natural division is obvious; we may not be able to access the array at all. The problem with Right+ division is not so apparent at first. If (-1)/2=0 then we will access one existing element through the condition on the left, 0 ≤ i ≤ 0, because the other expression 0 < i < 1 does not have a solution. However, if (-1)/2=-1 then it is the other way around, 0 ≤ i ≤ -1 has no solution and -1 < i < 1 will have one solution, i=0. This, unfortunately, may be two very different situations, because we do not have to execute the same code under both constraints, and testing might not reveal the problem immediately. In case Natural or Right+ division is used as it is above, it would be probably best to treat n=0 and n=1 as two special cases. Fortunately, we do not have to deal with it. 
and 012345 and n/2±1 case
From the table it is obvious that the proposition is correct for n=2 as well. □
The summary for n/2±1 case follows
The same table in case we replace s=n-1
Although correct, the combination n/2-1 and (n-1)/2+1 is somewhat difficult to memorize and quickly justify. With this version of n/2±1 expressions, we do not have a problem with (-1)/2 for Natural and Left+ division, because for n=0 (n-1)/2+1≤ i < n becomes (-1)/2+1≤ i < 0 which has no solution for i even if (-1)/2=-1. We have no problem for n=0, n=1, with Right+ division either.
n=0 gives left side 0 ≤ i ≤ -1, right side -1 < i < 0, which means no access -correct n=1 gives left side 0 ≤ i ≤ -1, right side -1 < i < 1, gives access for i=0, which is correct
Apart from tricky mnemonic rules, n/2±1 approach is giving the right results for all divisions even for special cases n=0 and n=1.
Before we continue, we will mention one important connection between Left+ and Right+ divisions:
• Left+ division with first element removed from an array becomes Right+ division of the new array • Right+ division with last element removed from an array becomes Left+ division of the new array For example, removing the first element is done by b=b+1, and the last by n=n-1.
Equivalent expressions
The expressions in (n±1)/2 and n/2±1 for ranges in Normal, Left and Right+ divisions are somewhat equivalent. We will make a table to display this clearly. They are not equivalent if integer division is implemented in a different way, neither for n=0 and n=1, so we need to check this all additionally -at least for some small negative numbers.
Equivalent expressions for integer division except for n=0 and n=1 n/2-1 (n-2)/2 (n-1)/2+1 (n+1)/2
If we try to replace (n-2)/2 with n/2-1 we might resolve the problem with (-1)/2 for n=1 left half right half Natural division
Besides all above transformations, we have few options more. For example, if we are already in the loop that handles the left half of an array, and we need to access the right half, we can always use symmetry (i ,n-1-i) between them. Additionally, we can use as well the fact that i < t+1 is equivalent to i ≤ t for integers as mentioned in promotion/reduction rules before. We will exploit this last in the next chapter.
Regarding b and e, we mention here a nice expression that connects s and b+e: (b+e)/2 = b+(e-b)/2 = b+s/2
Selected expressions
We will make a selected solution in form of another proposition. Additionally, we will make an adjustment for expected positions of ≤ and <.
Proposition All correct divisions Given all the above definition, the following table represents correct boundaries for Left+, Right+ and Natural division and additionally all of them cover n=0 and n=1 cases correctly.
left half right half
Natural division 0 ≤ i ≤ n/2-1 (n+1)/2 ≤ i < n Left+ division 0 ≤ i < (n+1)/2 (n+1)/2 ≤ i < n Right+ division 0 ≤ i ≤ n/2-1 n/2-1 < i < n •
Proof
We have already proven that all expressions are giving the correct results for n>1, either by previous propositions or by exploiting equivalent expressions. We shortly summarize n=0 and n=1 cases.
n=0 left half right half
It is obvious that all cases are correct. For n=0 there is no access at all anywhere. For n=1, Natural division has no access and Left and Right have one access with correct index 0 on the correct side of the branching. 'left half' for Left+ and 'right half' for Right+. This last has to be so because the center always belongs to left half for Left+ and to right half for Right+ division. □ Proposition Cut-out center division The expression for right Cut-out center division is the same as Right+ division with first element removed from the right side, and for left Cut-out center divisions as Left+ division with last element removed from the left side.
• Proof This follows from the definition of the Right+ and Left+ divisions. □
Exploring symmetrical expressions left half right half
Finally, in case we are dividing an array in two, and we want to have cases n=0 and n=1 included, bulletproof expressions for ranges shall use only n/2-1 and (n+1)/2. Although these expressions include cases n=0 and n=1, we can guarantee that the program will access the array correctly, nothing more. If these cases are special, they should be treated so.
left half right half
Since Right+ division is the only one that uses < for right half, we give the expression with ≤ , because it is normal to define an initial index in many programming languages, for example, for various loop expressions. We include Cut-out center division as well to have it all in one place.
Adjustment for comparators < and ≤ left half right half
Observe that both sides in Natural division have length n/2. We repeat the same expressions with b and e and n, or just b and n
We revisit the symmetrical expressions as well.
Nice to remember a simple formula that speaks everything
Corollary Calculating the length of the region (n+1)/2 ≤ i < n using the above formula
Exploring symmetrical expressions with symmetrically positioned <, ≤ left half right half
More generally, if we need to split up an array into several close to equal sections, this formula can help
1
We could start from this formula, but the purpose of this exercise is to show the nuances in implementing an apparently correct mathematical formula within any programming language. However, to illustrate its usage, we will write the range expressions using only b and e, without employing n. For the range b ≤ i ≤ e which is b ≤ i < e +1 we have:
(We could, of course, repeat the entire analysis.) If we use only b and e, and replace b+e = m from the above formula, we have, more or less directly, nice expressions given in the table below. They work even for n=1, providing we agree that in that situation e=b, m=2b.
If we need to cover n=0 using the same formulas, we must have e ≤ b-1, m ≤ 2b-1. Obviously, n=0 and n=1 are not natural cases if we want to express the ranges using b and e only. Observe that for n=2, case b=0 and e=1 will give (e+b)/2=0 which is going back to the value of b, making a dead loop a very possible outcome if you apply a division incorrectly.
For these expressions, it is obvious that left Cut-out center division looks more natural. Observe that similar expressions b ≤ i < m/2 and b ≤ i < b+n/2 do not behave the same way. b ≤ i < m/2, m/2 < i ≤ e cuts out element at s/2. b ≤ i < b+n/2, b+n/2 < i ≤ e cuts out element at n/2. It is not bad to remember that m/2=(b+е)/2 is giving left cut element, while n/2 is giving the right cut. It is not difficult to find a pattern in all equations: for expressions with n we use only n/2, (n+1)/2 and for b and e we use (m+1)/2, (m+2)/2=m/2+1, with the rule about excluding last left or first right element. You could notice that we have avoided all expressions with (n-1)/2, since they do not work for n=0. We introduce this connecting formula instead, with the constraint n>0.
An interesting derivative of the above Natural and right divisions is the one using b, and e+1 only.
If we stay within the same division, the expressions for ranges with (b, e), (b, n), (b, e+1) are all equivalent, so we can combine them the way we like. In the next example, in (b, e) expressions, we use b+n/2 for the center.
Using b and e+1 with desirable ≤ and < arrangment left half right half Natural division
An example of deriving a combined expression which is using b and ex=e+1 (but not b+e) and still has ≤ and < e+1=ex left half right half
Reaching the center
If we want to reach strictly the center of an array, or nothing in case n is even, reading Table 1, 2, 3, 4 gives several options
Option 3. is not a typo, we just exploit the fact that n/2 = (n-1)/2 if n is odd and (n-1)/2< n/2 otherwise. Unfortunately, we cannot avoid the problem with negative values like n=-1, if integer division is implemented in various ways, since we do not have any test against n or 0, and both sides are linear functions. Option 2. and option 3. are the problem because they do not work for n=0 at all. The only option is to combine some of the above, and the most optimal choice seems to be
This expression is actually an excellent fit with other expressions, including our agreement on ≤ and < usage. It is not difficult to memorize it because it points to the section between right and left half of Natural division. Overall, we are not interested just in central position, and this expression becomes an indispensable tool when we want to manipulate a couple of elements symmetrically placed around the center. For example, this is a central subarray with k elements to the left and k elements to the right from the center (including the central position if exists) n/2-k ≤ i < (n+1)/2+k. If we use the conversion rules like (n+1)/2= n-n/2, we have maybe more familiar formulation n/2-k ≤ i < n-n/2+k. However, if we write this directly, the part to the right < n-n/2+k would require a small mental testing routine on its own to realize why we need < and not ≤ and why we do not have + 1 and so on. This is what the text is about, pointing out a strict and unmistakable set of rules.
Example says it all
All above sounds useful but we have to show one clear example or practical usage. We will write a simple binary search. Why binary search? It seems so obvious and nice elementary problem and solution that nobody ever agreed on its final specification. Do we exclude element in the center if it does not match? If we do how do we take care of bounds? And so on. What does a programmer need more but his naked imagination?
Binary search:
Find an element in a sorted array using division of the array based on comparison between central elements and lookup element, as well as the fact that all elements in a sorted array to the left of any element are smaller than or equal to, and on the right are greater than or equal to the observed element.
Solution:
We will first use Right+ division. We will ask if the first element of the right half is greater than the lookup element. If so, we continue using left half of Right+ division, otherwise we use its right half. As a reminder: Right+ division is b ≤ i < b+n/2 and b+n/2 ≤ i < b+n. We use C/C++. Observe that right half of Right+ division always has at least one element, so it must have the first element. The code is straightforward because all basic elements are cleared, no special effort is needed any longer [9] .
int binarySearch (int a[], int n, int t) { if(n<=0) return -1; // special treatment, we need at least one element to start our game int b=0; // first position b=0, and for size we have n, so it is full array, for n>1, b is in the left half while(n > 1)
// if n==1 all we need to do is check the only remaining element against t { // n > 1 condition above and constant dividing n/2 will force the loop out eventually if(a[b+ n/2] > t) // we compare the first element of the right half with lookup element t n = n/2; // if it is greater, target left half next: so b remains left, while n shrinks to b+n/2-b=n/2 else { b = b + n/2; // if it is not greater than t, we switch to the first position of right half n = n -n/2; // this is the correct size of right half, it is as it is written n-n/2, not(!) n/2 // the rule is indeed: if you move the start position up -shrink the length by equal amount // n is incrementing here (or staying the same for n==1) } } if(a[b] == t) return b; // either we found it since n=1 and we return the position ...
return -1;
// ... or we did not find it so we return the signal back } n-n/2 could be written as (n+1)/2 which allows further optimization. Equally simple is the code if we have decided to keep excluding the central element that does or does not match the lookup element. Classical solution, seen in most books, which is using e, b and (e+b)/2, with exclusion, can be derived from left Cut-out center division and made strict, because it may not be obvious from the classical code that b and e values will remain within the array bounds. Didactically, the classical b,e solution may be a wrong first choice, intuitive as it seems. Precise programming almost never matches our intuitive feeling about the solution.
Let us try to use right Cut-out division: b ≤ i < b+n/2 and b+n/2+1 ≤ i < b+n with some typical optimization this time.
int binarySearch (int a[], int n, int t) { int r; int b=0; while(n > 0) // if n==0 we did not find it { r=b+ n/2; // save and reuse the reference position if(a[r] == t) return r; // we found it, return the position, otherwise we can cut out the position at r if(a[r] < t) // since we deal with right cut, this is a check for staying on the right side { b = r + 1; // this is the position of the first element on the right side of Cut-out division: b+n/2+1 n = (n-1)/2; // check this above: n= (b+n) -(b+n/2+1) = n-(n/2)-1=(n+1)/2-1, // here we have n>0, and we know that (n+1)/2-(n-1)/2=1 so (n+1)/2-1=(n-1)/2 } else n = n/2; // otherwise we stay to the left if(a[r] < t) { b = r + 1; n = n -1; // we will divide by 2 below anyway } n = n/2; // we have incremented n maybe, and now we divide it by 2 so that together will exit the loop eventually } return -1; }
We have the same construction steps for any other algorithms that use integer bounds: choose proper bound expression, b and n, b and e and n, b and e, proper conditions ≤ and <, then proper cut if that one is used, and only then using acceptable transformation switch to more optimal expressions. Writing a code this way becomes similar to writing a mathematical formula correctly. You do not have to go back and understand why your attempts have failed, looking for the bug, spending additional time fixing your reasoning in iterations. All you need to do is to rewrite the formula correctly. The bug, if there, can guide you to the error you made in deriving the code, not to the construction error that needs to be fixed. Programming is not full of tricks. The tricks fail.
